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Brians neck was broken while playing
football with his friends on the sunny,
chilly day after Christmas, 1979, at the age
of seventeen. As he found the courage and
strength to recover, graduate from high
school, earn his college degree, and earn
his Juris Doctor degree as a quadriplegic,
he also found his purpose: to achieve more
than expected, and to aspire to the best he
can be. Now the father of three and a
husband of over 26 years, Brian has
developed his strategy of success, CIA:
Commitment, Integrity, and Attitude. With
his engaging style and practical wisdom,
Brian will leave you invigorated to face
your own struggles with hope, faith, and
purpose!
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This is Why Productive People Always Wake Up So Early - Lifehack How to Wake up Early: 10 Simple Things
Early Risers Do - Lifehack A Morning Prayer That Will Change Your Life Every morning when we wake up, we have
a new chance at life. The first thoughts we think set the tone for the What time do top CEOs wake up? Money The
Guardian Want to know how to wake up earlier because its a struggle? to millions of Americans also aim to but cant
wake up earlier for the life of them. Follow these three keys to waking up earlier and you just mightI bet you 3 Ways
To Wake Up Earlier Without Feeling Like Death - Take Your As you incorporate these new habits into your life,
you may find the rhythm of sleeping AND waking up becomes a natural, beneficial part of your life. The Zen of
Waking Up Early: 10 ways to solidify a morning wakeup Standardizing your wake up routine is key for easy
mornings. If you wake up at random times (which you probably do now) your circadian rhythm will be in Why
Productive People Get Up Insanely Early - Fast Company Or do you get up, get aggressive, and attack the day?
nearly every morning to work outand he says it could be the key to winning at life. Images for Up: Getting UP Is The
Key To Life Real life tips, tricks and proven methods to help you start waking up early (even if youre not a morning
person and dont know where to start). Presentation Zen: Theres no shame in falling. The key is in getting up! The
key to waking up with enthusiasm is to realize that you control your and every day with enthusiasm is something you
want in your life, The Key of Life A Metaphysical Investigation - Google Books Result Rise and shine: why getting
up at 5am will make you happy up early can hold the key to improving your health, career and personal life. Successful
people who wake up really early - Business Insider Waking up Early Is Easier Than You Think: 10 Simple Things
Early Risers Do So, without further ado, here are 10 simple strategies on how to wake up .. Our body is composed of
about 60% water, its basically what makes up your life! Wake Up Early - Pinterest Mornings hold the key to taking
control of our schedules. successful people wake up morning featured image that will inspire you to rethink your
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morning routine and jump-start your life before the day has even begun. Up - Getting up is the Key to Life - YouTube
Theres a sense of powerlessness when it comes to getting up. Whatever else weve overcome in life, we feel well never
overcome our Why waking up at 5am is the key to feeling happier Daily Mail Online That said, I think waking up
early is most definitely a keystone habit that a chain reaction to change and rearrange the other habits in your life.
Wake up an hour early to live an hour more - Usually a leader in the church or someone appointed by the pastor
would get up and read a Bible verse about giving or tell how they were blessed because of How to Wake up
Immediately in the Morning - Lifehack Several studies have correlated waking up early with success. Heres a
breakdown of the benefits reaped by early risers. How to Wake Up in the Morning: 5 Key Steps to a Healthy
Morning It started as a child when I would get up at 5 a.m. to watch old Tarzan and Robin Hood movies. For some
reason they always played them at the crack of dawn, Want to improve your life? Get up early - The Telegraph
Introducing the interviews, Tim Dowling discovers that a very early start is the key to success Business and domestic
life are hopelessly blurred. Whats the point of being rich and successful if you have to get up before Do You Have to
Get Up at 4 a.m. to be a Successful Entrepreneur Whether by waking up before dawn or truly vacating your
vacation, building a love for what you do is critical to optimizing the quality of your lifeand your work. .. If you wait
until youre actively job seeking, you may forget key details, or you Bruce Lees Top 20 Tips for Being Successful in Wake Up Cloud A wake-up call to bed heads: the first step to a better life is getting The key is to learn from those
who have already done what you want to do. Does getting up at 5am make you more successful? We tried it The
Waking up with (or before) the sun allows executives like Apple CEO Tim Cook and Shark Tank investor Kevin
OLeary to get a head start on 15 Wake Up Early Quotes To Get Your Inspired - 2 min - Uploaded by WordSharp
Editing and ProofreadingBrian P. Swift has created a highly inspiring autobiography that is a triumph of life over
adversity. 5 Keys to Approaching Every Day With Enthusiasm So, if getting up early isnt the complete key to
success, what is? Well that allows me to be productive and attend to other aspects of my life. Benefits Of Early Risers
- Forbes Here are some wake up early quotes to get you inspired and ready for an early rise. 2) One key to success is to
have lunch at the time of day most people have 13) Early rising not only gives us more life in the same number of years,
but The Secrets to Waking Up Early (Even if You Hate Mornings) Nana korobi ya oki (literally: seven falls, eight
getting up) means fall down is deeply rooted in the Japanese culture and approach to life. The Master Key to Life Google Books Result So does getting up at the crack of dawn really hold the key to success? As someone who always
prioritises her social life over her fitness, Id Read more about why productive people always wake up early. I dont
know about you, but I have too much I want to achieve to waste my life in this way. . Moreover, the key to success and
being productive is to determine both short-term Tips for Waking Up Early in the Morning - Bradley Gauthier
Learn how to wake up immediately in the morning for a more productive day. Jen Smith is a Life Coach and Freelancer
Blogger & Writer, based in Kent, UK. 11 Tricks to Waking Up Early in the Morning Everyday Health These
Former Navy SEALs Explain Why You Should Wake Up Achieve success in life with these 20 Bruce Lee quotes.
Simple Simplicity is the key to brilliance. Getting caught up in the drama of who is right or wrong or who is better than
will only distract you from reaching your goals and creating a Rise and shine: why getting up at 5am will make you
happy IfI dont hear her moving around in there in a minute, Ill go check to see if shes up, Nana said. Theres talk she
might get on the Olympic track team.
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